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TEISHO BY KYOZAN JOSHU ROSHI

Mumonkan Case One: Joshu’s Mu

Joshu Osho. A monk asked Joshu, “Does even a dog have Buddha nature or not?”

Joshu said, “MU.”

As I’ve been telling you since the very first day, this thing that we’re prac-

ticing called Tathagata Zen has, as its foundation the teaching that the thing that

we call the self comes into being through the functioning of two mutually oppos-

ing activities. There’s nothing particularly difficult about it. Just taking our experi-

ence of our everyday life, we can see that our life is comprised of these two mutu-

ally opposing activities.

There might be some people who come up and say, “What’s the big deal

about  these  two  mutually  opposing activities?  Why do we  have  to  recognize

those?” And I suppose you can use your own arbitrary kind of logic and think

however you want to, but we are experiencing every day these two mutually op-

posing activities. If you really investigate this carefully, the wisdom will come up

for you that the same two mutually opposing activities give rise to the self, and

also give rise to this world which is the home of the self. 

The wisdom that you have does not come into being unconditionally. The

wisdom of knowing comes into being through the working of these two activities.

Even the kind of wisdom that we can call the wisdom of knowing “I am,” even

this wisdom has not appeared unconditionally.

The activity that the two mutually opposing activities do, of unifying and

facing one another cyclically, over and over again, we call that activity, at least as

a temporary way of teaching, the very foundation, the very origin of all existence.

And nobody can see these two activities.

The activity which is our very source is an activity which is invisible, and

it’s a will-less activity, of these two mutually opposing activities, unifying and

facing one another,  repetitively.  Although you don’t know it,  every single day

these two activities are continuing their functioning, of unifying and facing. No-

body can see this activity.

So who is the one who is telling you that, in the condition of the origin
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these two activities are unifying and facing? A person who has experienced it, a

person who has caught for him or her self the experience of the condition of the

origin, that person can talk about it. The person who has experienced this, and is

able to speak about it, where are they born from? Of course, they are born from

the very same place that we all are born from, from this activity of the origin.

I remember talking a little bit about the process that the self goes through

in order to be born from the condition of the origin. So to make it easy, let’s just

name for today these two mutually opposing activities, plus and minus.

As plus and minus are doing their repetitive activity of facing and unify-

ing, I think I must have talked about how they eventually give rise to what we call

in Buddhism, jo-netsu, the heat of feeling. I think I also must have told you about

how, when the activity of jo-netsu itself builds up to a great enough degree, then

these two functions of plus and minus actually separate from one another, which

is different than simply facing one another.

When plus and minus actually separate from each other, and up until now

they have just been doing the activity of facing or unifying, but when they actu-

ally separate, then in the space between plus and minus, as this separation occurs,

this unique activity called jo-netsu, the heat of feeling appears, is manifest.

That is the very beginning of all existences.

The activity of the heat of feeling has come into being through plus and

minus giving to this space in between them, plus and minus spitting themselves

out into this space in between them. This is sort of difficult, I know, but the activ-

ity of feeling, the activity of the heat of feeling that plus has, and the activity of

the heat of feeling that minus has, both of these activities are given into the center

by plus and minus. This is what you must contemplate carefully.

The activity of plus and minus, when they are unifying and facing one an-

other, is an activity that has no self. It has no will. And an activity that has no will

is what we call the activity of emptiness.

Usually when people hear emptiness, the activity of emptiness, they think

that’s the state where there is absolutely nothing. But in Tathagata Zen we say that

the activity of emptiness is an activity which is occurring. It’s an activity, and it’s

an activity which is occurring without will.

Because it’s a will-less activity, it’s an activity that has no need to see any-

thing and has no need to be controlled by anything. That kind of activity is the

perfect activity. That’s why we can also call this activity of emptiness, the com-

plete activity, or the activity of zero. We say zero, but what we mean is the com-

plete condition.
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Plus and minus activities are what is manifesting zero. Here plus and mi-

nus have actually separated from one another, and the activity of emptiness that

plus has, and the activity of emptiness that minus has, one small part of that activ-

ity of emptiness, both plus and minus donate to the center.

For plus and minus to give a small portion of their activity of emptiness

into the center is to say that they are giving a small part of the heat of feeling into

the center, and through this mutual giving, they are bringing the heat of feeling

into being.

The activity that has appeared in between plus and minus is an incomplete

activity of zero,  an incomplete activity of emptiness. The activity that has ap-

peared when the complete activity of plus and the complete activity of minus have

separated is an incomplete activity, and it is the activity of brightness, of light.

The incomplete activity that has appeared in the center here is the activity

of brightness and light, and we can also say that it is the very beginning of the ma-

terial world. If it was the perfect complete activity, not this activity of incomplete

space, but the complete activity, then it would neither be the activity of brightness

nor the activity of not brightness. Because, in the process of creating this incom-

plete space in between plus and minus, the plus activity has given one small frac-

tion of itself to the center, the plus activity has also become incomplete.

Minus is exactly the same way. In order to give birth to this, we could call

child of zero, in between plus and minus, minus has given one very small fraction

of herself. So she also has become incomplete.

The child that has been born has both plus and minus in an exactly equal

way as its content, but it only has this small fraction of plus and minus. It does not

yet contain the total activities of plus and minus. This incomplete space that has

appeared, this child that has appeared, has both plus and minus as its content, but

because it is the incomplete activity of plus and minus, it is said to be the incom-

plete zero activity.

Please contemplate this carefully in your zazen. When the self is born, it

has the incomplete activities of plus and minus, incomplete activities of living and

dying,  of tatha-gata  and tatha-agata equally as its  content.  And because it  has

them equally, you could say the self is zero, but it is the incomplete zero.

According to Tathagata Zen, if we ask what is the most precious, the best

thing in this whole world, we have to say that it’s the condition in which plus and

minus have totally become one. That is the most superlative being. Because it has

the complete activities of living and dying, the complete activities of plus and mi-

nus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, that’s why we say that this condition is the great-
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est. It is a condition beyond even calling it precious or wonderful. If we could see

this condition, then maybe we could call it the most wonderful condition.

The infant that has been born here cannot see the condition of its source,

but it can think about the condition of its source. If this born infant does try to see

the condition of its own origin, it will not be able to. It will only be able to see the

incomplete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

There are some people who say, “I saw God. I saw the truth.” But in Ny-

orai Zen we say that’s a mistake. We say that that’s the kind of talk of a fool, of

someone who’s trying to swindle you. No matter how much the child grows up,

the child will never be able to see the origin. The only thing that the child is able

to see is the incomplete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-agata.

What has appeared as the incomplete activity of zero is this thing that we

call the child. At the same time as the child appears, tatha-gata, the plus activity,

has also appeared in an incomplete state, and we can call this incomplete state of

tatha-gata the activity of future, or the activity of father. This is an activity that

can be seen by the child.

Simultaneously with the birth of the child, father has also been born. The

child cannot  see the true tatha-gata.  The incomplete  tatha-gata  which  you are

looking at now is the activity of father, is the activity of future. It’s the teaching of

Buddhism, the teaching of Nyorai Zen to say that you are never able to see the to-

tal activity of tatha-gata.

Of course tatha-agata is  the same. The child cannot  see the activity of

tatha-agata. The only thing the child can see is the incomplete manifestation of

tatha-agata. This appearance of the incomplete activity of tatha-agata is mother.

Father is incomplete tatha-gata, mother incomplete tatha-agata. How about

the child? The child is the incomplete tatha-aagata, the incomplete zero, the in-

complete condition of emptiness, the incomplete condition of the origin.

This is the appearance of the three worlds, of past, present and future. The

present in this condition is the self, is the child, is the condition of incomplete

emptiness, and when you are doing your zazen, what you need to do is to care-

fully contemplate that all three of these worlds appear simultaneously.

As I told you before, no matter how hard you try to see the condition of

the origin, you never will be able to see the condition of emptiness. The only

thing that the child can see is the incomplete activities of tatha-gata and tatha-

agata.  Because the self  has already been born,  the activities  of  tatha-gata  and

tatha-agata also have already become incomplete.

So now that you have really understood this principle well, now you can
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contemplate it in your zazen. The way that I want you to contemplate is to mani-

fest the wisdom that sees for yourself that the tatha-gata activity is embracing the

self from the outside, and the tatha-agata activity is embracing the self from the

inside.

Human beings are the beings that inevitably will mature to the state where

they will manifest the wisdom for themselves that they are existing, being em-

braced by the activity of future on the outside, and embraced by the activity of

past on the inside.

Now all of you here are people who have developed the activity of wis-

dom, so you all should understand very easily that, in order to do zen, in order to

do Buddhism, you can’t have a two-dimensional, flat way of thinking. This word,

dimension is kind of a difficult  word. The translators seem to always use this

word, dimension, dimension, and they probably know what they’re talking about,

but I don’t know what they’re talking about. But let me just imitate the translating

here and say, you can’t do zen practice in a two-dimensional way.

You have to do your zazen as if you were in the center of a sphere, as if

you’re in the center of a giant rubber ball. If you don’t do your zazen like that, it’s

not the real thing. What kind of a dimension is that? If the self is existing within

this sphere, is it existing within three dimensions, or four dimensions, or what?

For people who like this word, dimension, well they’ll answer me, “No dimen-

sions.” Whether you say, “No dimension,” or “Four dimensions,” it’s the same.

Every step that the self makes in its path of growth and development, it is

making plus and minus its content as it grows. Every step that the self makes, that

this born child makes in its path of growing up, it makes the activity of living and

the activity of dying its content. I think I talked about this a little bit before.

When the infant finally grows up to make plus and minus totally its con-

tent, then what happens? Then mother and father disappear. At the very same mo-

ment as mother and father disappear, this is the exact time that, for the first time,

the perfect self, the complete self appears. This is the tenet of Tathagata Zen.

Making plus and minus completely its content, this is the appearance of

the complete self, the appearance of zero. There’s no need to see. There’s no need

to be seen by anything. Do you understand?

(Thump)    When you hear this sound, how do you manifest your complete

self, the condition of zero? When you look at this fan, how do you manifest the

complete self together with the fan?

Maybe you have practiced at other zen places for ten or fifteen years, and

been practicing all sorts of difficult, but very boring koans. Then you come here,
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and you think, “This Roshi’s just giving me these kindergarten kind of koans,” but

actually, zen practice is the same from the very beginning to the very end.

If you can really experience this sound, if you can really experience this

sound as zero,    (if you can have that wisdom,) then you are a Roshi. But it’s a

very difficult thing.  When you make plus and minus completely your content,

then without fail the activity of zero will appear.

I talked about how, when the activity of zero appears, together with the ap-

pearance of the activity of zero, plus and minus are doing their activity. For exam-

ple, when minus does the activity of sleeping, immediately plus does the activity

of waking up. Sometimes plus is taking the lead. Sometimes minus is taking the

lead.

(Thump)      Now, hearing this sound, you have manifested zero, and this

zero that you have manifested is the zero that comes into being through the minus

activity taking the lead. You have to really see into this. I wonder how many hun-

dreds of times I’ve repeated myself giving teisho at Mount Baldy.

Now, for you people who are here, especially for you people who are here

for the first time, I want you to really plant yourself, plant your seat down here,

and contemplate this principle while you’re here. The condition in which plus and

minus have completely been made content is the condition beyond which there is

no bigger condition, the ultimate expanse.

According to Tathagata Zen, this condition we call zero has many different

levels. There are level one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, eight, nine, ten, actu-

ally an uncountable number of levels of zero. But all of these numbers, one, two,

three, four, five, they’re all complete, they’re all perfect. So we can say one equals

two, three equals six, seven equals eight, eight equals ten. They’re all equal. One,

two, nine, ten, they’re all equal. If you can’t understand this principle, then don’t

go around saying that you’ve studied zen.

This world, whether it’s big or whether it’s small, it’s always one and only

singular condition. For modern people, you will be able to understand this right

away. The principle of two equals zero, three equals zero, four equals zero, you’ll

be able to grasp this principle right away for yourself. The principle I’m talking

about is simply the principle that two is one, having swelled up. So two times zero

is zero. Three times zero is zero. That’s all I’m talking about. Nine is also zero.

Ten is also zero.

Even elementary school students these days know this principle, but then

when you come here to the zen center, why is it that your zero answers don’t seem

to appear? It’s probably because you’re attached to being a man, or attached to be-
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ing a woman. Because you’re attached in this way, your manifestation of zero

can’t happen.

So, when this condition of absolute expanse is reached, at this point that is

when the man has fallen asleep. The drool is dripping down his chin. Then the mi-

nus activity shakes herself awake, and wakes up and takes the initiative.

Then the plus activity manifests  this  condition of absolute expanse, to-

gether with the minus activity, by freely following the minus activity. That’s why

we say that women are superior to men.

There’s nothing wrong with saying that, at this condition of ultimate ex-

panse the man has fallen asleep, and the woman has woken up and is manifesting

the condition of ultimate expanse, and that is why women are superior to men. So

all of you women, there’s no need to cry. You are the queens of the condition of

the absolute expanse.

From this condition of the absolute expanse, again we have the activity of

the separation of subject and object occur. The child is born between the two ac-

tivities. The child that is born here looks upon outside and inside, and all that it

sees is itself. There is nothing on the outside and nothing on the inside that is not

itself, and so this child is startled, amazed.

This child will be filled with emotion and cry. This child that has been

born here (doesn’t have any outside nor any inside) doesn’t have any place to

even stick out its tongue, doesn’t have any place to even take a pee.      (This self

manifests this kind of wiosdom and) it is so amazed and surprised that it bursts

out into tears. Everybody is born crying out in this way.

(In this condition in which there is no insdie and no outside) there is no

need to go on jabbering on about: the future is eternal, or maybe the past is not

eternal, or the self is eternal or not eternal at a moment like this. But this condition

also is not fixated, and this self also will disappear.

With the disappearance of the self, if we say that the absolute expanse is

the condition of ten, then the condition of nine is then manifest. Nine equals zero.

There’s no need to think. But then this condition of nine is also not fixated, and a

new self arises, a self that has no inside and no outside.

Where does this self belong? Does it belong with the zero we call nine, or

does it really belong to the zero we call eight? Which one? No matter what we

say, it’s  not zero. This is a self which is having the activity of consciousness,

which is thinking, “I want to live. I don’t want to die.” But anyway, this self also

disappears, and manifests the zero we call eight. Then this eight zero also does not

remain, and the self appears again, the self which thinks, “I want to die really
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quick,” or the self that thinks, “I’d rather stay here some more.”

With the appearance of each of these successive selves, after which there

is an appearance of the zero of five, four, three, two, down to the condition in

which the woman, who is taking the lead in this activity, no longer needs to do the

activity of contracting any more. There’s no more need to nurture your children

any more. The self no longer needs to do the activity of dying any more.

This is the condition of the ultimately small universe, the condition of the

origin itself. When we get there, then the woman can finally sleep peacefully. Be-

cause she’s tired, probably she’ll first take a shower, put some makeup on, and

then sleep. Then the man wakes up and manifests this world of the ultimate small.

This is the condition of the source.

So who is really the greater one? Who is really the more magnificent one:

the man or the woman? The man is the one that is awake at this condition of the

result, the condition of the absolute small, and for the condition of the origin, the

condition of the absolute small, and the woman is the one that is awake at the con-

dition of the absolute large.

They must be equal. If we say that men and women are equal, then the

women will be happy about it.  And the men also will be happy. If you say to

somebody, “Your wife is not your equal,” then both the wife and the husband will

be all over your case. Everybody is equal.

I hope you now understand this principle, that when the self appears, it’s

the incomplete self, and when the self completes itself, at the condition of the ulti-

mate expanse, that’s the condition of the result. That is zero. Also, when the self

finds itself at the condition of the ultimate small, that’s also zero. So you can see

that the thinking self is the incomplete self.

The condition in which you don’t need to think, that is the complete condi-

tion. That is the condition of zero. In Tathagata Zen we could even call that condi-

tion the almighty or God. So I think that you have probably grasped clearly the re-

lationship between the incomplete zero self and the complete zero self. So tomor-

row we will finally get into the text.
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